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The acid-resistant brushes
which have been especially

designed for cleaning 

concrete pumps,
transport vehicles for 

concrete and have been

equipped with a 
detergent repository

You 
save up 
to 85% 
of detergent 
solution
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...and ..and 

the wire brush the wire brush 

rules rules 

the chutethe chute



The money-spinning brush
The acid-resistant brushes have been especially designed

for cleaning concrete pumps and transport vehicles for con-
crete and have been equipped with a detergent repository

The brushes are literally worth their money!

Experience has shown and studies have revealed that up to 85 % of
all detergent solutions gets lost on the way from the bucket to the
surface to which it is meant to be applied. It seaps into the ground
unused.

Lets do some quick sums: 
One litre of water, containing a concentration of soluble detergents,
costs 0.32 Euro

The loss incurred when using a normal brush amounts to: 85 %
The loss incurred using a special brush amounts to: 25 %
The saving earned by using the special brush: 60 %

...which means the total savings per 10 litres         Euro  1.92 

Our test offer:
For the purchase of 285 kg ZE-KA-FIX
or 220 kg Betonac-FIX
we supply you with 1 brush of your choice for free!
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Brush „Orange-Betonac“ 
acid resistant brush, spliced, 
cleaning brush with detergent 
deposit

Brush „Bi-Level Orange-Betonac”

Brush „Orange Betonac“
acid resistant brush, spliced, special
brush for the chute

Brush „Betonac blue“- wire
brush with rigid bristles, especially desi-
gned for funnels and the chute -
removes concrete before it soldifies and
cleans in places where water must not
be used

Brush-link

Telescope extension
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The money-spinning brushes
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